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BULLSH*T FREE x3: Kindle Discount Pack.3 Bestsellers for the price of 2.Learn the building blocks

of the most important option income trades - iron condors and butterflies as well gaining a detailed

understanding of option volatility.BUTTERFLY SPREADS* This book has 19 5-star ratings and 5

4-star ratings on .* Learn some hard core strategies surrounding butterfly spreads* The 2 different

ways to execute trades in your broker account and the advantages and disadvantages of each (you

NEED to understand this to successfully take advantage of Butterfly Spreads). * Where to set your

profit targets and stop loss levels -- vitally important to mitigate your risk. * How adjusting your

strikes widths can increase your return or decrease risk (this is how the pros work Butterflies, and

youâ€™ll see why). * Why understanding the importance of standard can save you from disaster.

Trust me, this one is super important unless you donâ€™t mind financial calamity once in a while. *

2 methods for legging in to increase profit potential (this takes the Butterfly strategy to the next

level). * Easy to follow entry and exit signals to take the guesswork out of your trading (amateurs

guess; pros donâ€™t -- Iâ€™ll show you the difference). * How to adjust winning and losing trades --

it sounds simple, but if you get this wrong, the whole strategy can fall apart. * How to turn a Butterfly

into a Broken Wing Butterfly to increase profit potential. * 7 dynamic and unusual variations of the

Butterfly (there are upsides and downsides to each one, and Iâ€™ll show you exactly what they are).

* How to use Butterflies as part of a combination trade or to hedge other option trades (in other

words, mitigate your risk and increase your profit potential). * Specific rules for trading bearish

Butterflies, Broken Wing Butterflies and Weekly Double Butterflies (this can get complex, so strap in!

Suggested for experienced traders only; or those who wish to become one). IRON CONDORSIn the

book youâ€™ll discover: * 6 little-known techniques for adjusting trades that go bad (most

experienced traders donâ€™t even know these) * How to create a trading journal and trading log,

and why itâ€™s CRUCIAL that you do. (Note: the book includes downloadable examples you can

use yourself.) * The 3 ways the worldâ€™s top Iron Condor traders manage risk, including detailed

examples so you can trade â€œlike the big boys.â€• * How to save yourself thousands of dollars

when entering live trades (this information is closely guarded by many trading â€œgurusâ€•). * Which

option broker is the best for trading Iron Condors. (This is one of the most important decisions

youâ€™ll make, so choose wisely.) * How to set up a trading plan that actually works. (We include a

sample trading plan to get you started.) * Why weekly options are not as amazing as they sound

(and are, in fact, often a HUGE mistake). * How to incorporate volatility into your trading. (You will

come to LOVE huge volatility moves after reading this!) * How to eliminate the risk of early

assignment. * How to avoid being caught with your pants down on settlement day. (Make this



mistake and you can kiss your profits goodbye.)OPTION VOLATILITYIn this book you will learn:* A

complete history of stock market volatility* Why volatility is the most important aspect of option

trading* How to use high and low volatility to your advantage* Complex topics broken down into

layman termI hope you enjoy this Kindle Discount Pack of these 3 bestselling books
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Easy to read, can finish in 3 hrs, straight to the point

I enjoyed reading these books, and will definitely re-read them to absorb all the information they

contained. Each chapter also includes a homework assignment - do them all. It will definitely help

your retention when you do them as it helps to have the association to learn from. I, for one, learn

better in hands-on situations rather than simply reading about a subject.The books were a great

introduction for beginners, or eve intermediate traders. There is so much to know, it would take a

lifetime to learn, and even then it would be only a portion. These books are a great place to start.

I've been reading and trading for almost 15 years with mixed results, this book is informative and



has many levels of details. If you don't know what a call or put is then you need a different book, if

you do and want to drill down to the next level than this is for you.
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